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APRIL, 2013

Summer Comes to Las Vegas
The infernal days of summer are here to stay,
until the chill of winter blows them all away.

Waves of heat roll in from the desert, purifying the landscape for the arrival of the geckos,
cicadas, and general lizards that punch their seasonal timeclock and take residence in our yard till
the winter pisses everyone off and drives them into seclusion. The trees are drunk with power, and a
myriad colorful desert flora assault the landscape as if a painter’s brush gone mad, and created a
dreamscape of greens, blues, yellows, and colors which remain unnamed. The Brittlebush, Desert
Sand Verbena, and fields of Lantana run riot throughout the neighborhood, and all that had been
sparse ruin from winter, now springs back to life, and the vines renew their conquest of our old tree,
the mailbox, and the wall of the garage. It’s great to see the return of old friends revived from the
dead (we should be so lucky).

Sage and jasmine fill the air and leave the evenings a pleasure to sit and watch the sun
disappear behind the Sierras, and somehow makes me feel alright about getting older (at least for
now). If the heat would make the yapping mutts next door evaporate, it would be heaven on earth.

Before the waves of heat bake the town and only find locals braving
the elements, enthusiastically awaiting the arrival of, mad dogs and
Englishmen like Jim Mowatt to our fair Sin City.

But with the April heat, is also the arrival of tourists and guests like
Vicki Pettersson, on their summer book tours to flood Barnes and
Noble with eager fans. AND, some get hitched under water HERE.
There is much to be done this month.

Two-Thirds Satanic
George Orwell’s book, “1984” begins on April 4, 1984. that was the

day I hit 37 and continued to age like clockwork the fourth day of the
fourth month. This year, I turned 66 with little fanfare other than what
appears to be my first “Liver Spot,” and a small melanoma resting
angrily nearby to which my dermatologist took a blowtorch, and reduced
it to a fading column of smoke. Damn!Ph
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Aging is my only bitch, and alas, one of the few things I can do
little about. The only gratification being, that we’re all just the
orchestra on the Titanic and better make some sweet music before
we all go under. Here are a few of the notable bucket kickings durint
the month of April: Allyn Cadogan, Roger Ebert, Annette Funicello,
Jonathan Winters, Milo O’Shea, Jean Sincere, Fred Olhon
Artistidès, and Carmine Infantino.

For those seeking some iota of sanity in this world gone mad, may
I suggest you attend Casey Weldon’s show of four-eyed felines (go
figure) at the Trifecta Gallery. That should take the edge off thoughts
of your impending demise.

April 5 through 10, once again found the National Association of Broadcasters hitting Vegas with
their caravan of goodies for the film and content providers. Here’s a quick video peek at some of the
cool camera gadgets. Official Website: HERE

CinemaCon 
The third edition of CinemaCon, the annual convention of NATO (National Association of Theater

Owners), kicked off Monday, April 15 through18. Official Website: HERE

Hot to trot were Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Jordana Brewster, Michelle Rodriguez, Tyrese
Gibson, Sun Kang and Gina Carano, Chris Pine, Zachary Quinto, John Cho, and Alice Eve,
Adam Sandler, Salma Hayek, Johnny Depp, Armie Hammer, Sandra Bullock, Melissa
McCarthy; Morgan Freeman and Isla Fisher; Liam Hemsworth and Elizabeth Banks; Harrison
Ford, Hailee Steinfeld and Asa Butterfield; Ben Stiller and Kristen Wiig; and many more.

For those too young to have their hearing blown out by Blue Cheer back in the ‘60s (the first
group to crank it up to “11”), should take heart knowing the postman always knocks twice! The
average theater sound system operates around 4,000 watts but CinemaCon attendees got a chance
to experience the immersive Dolby Atmos technology which delivered a heart pounding 495,000
watts of sound inside Caesar's showroom. The Brendan is our local Atmos Theater.
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Several of the stars were also honored with an award in a specific category.
This Year's Award Honorees:

Breakthrough Filmmaker - Joseph Gordon Levitt; (Don Jon)
Breakthrough Performer of the Year - Aubrey Plaza (The To Do List)

Icon Award - Morgan Freeman (Oblivion, Now You See Me, Las Vegas, The Last Knights)
Lifetime Achievement - Harrison Ford (“42”, Ender's Game)

Male Star of the Year - Chris Pine (Star Trek; Into Darkness, Jack Ryan)
Female Star of the Year - Melissa McCarthy (The Heat)

Excellence in Acting - Elizabeth Banks (The Hunger Games: Catching Fire)
Director of the Year - Justin Lin (Fast & Furious 6)

Comedy Duo of the Year - Vince Vaughn and Owen Wilson (The Internship)
Male Star of Tomorrow - Armie Hammer (The Lone Ranger)
Female Star of Tomorrow - Hallie Steinfeld (Ender's Game)

Rising Star of 2012: Asa Butterfield (Ender's Game)

The Hungry Hungry Zinapillar
Yes there are faneds who have never heard of
fandom (Gasp!) and oddly they do just fine thank
you. The Las Vegas Zine Library and beatnik
retirement center is the recipient of all my zines.

You can donate your castoffs to an eager and appreciative audience. Official website; checkout their
collection and coming events.

Them Were the Days
DeDee grabbed Arthur C. Clarke’s “Childhood’s End” from the shelf for a reread and found a

bookmark between the pages; a business card I made in 1996 celebrating my first attempt creating a
website and with the help of The Ackermonster himself. We called it 4eNet!
Seeing that card after 17 years took me back. . . . back. . . . back. . . .

I tickled the ivories of a Compuserve EditWriter in the late ‘70s, for a
small time advertising firm. The machine created galleys of type by
virtue of spinning discs containing negative characters of a particular
font that as you typed, light would pass through the corresponding
negative letter space. and the blast of light would expose that letter onto
a roll of photographic paper, at the ummmm speed of light! Pretty amazing! 

In 1981 I got a gig creating motion picture advertising for Landmark Theaters and for
the next few years, was stuck using a typesetting service, but there was a Selectric III
with inbuilt memory for fanzines. It held an entire page of memory - just don’t shut it off!
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I became computerized in1985: by way of an Amstrad PCW
which I used for some early zines until the Mac Plus came out
a year later with a mouse and a laser printer! Included was
that ubiquitous AOL disc. At the time, I didn’t know AOL
from Shinola and had no computer savvy friends to
set me straight. But AOL was imminently useful as
all the software and type houses had pages
containing updates and freebies! Visiting sites
outside AOL for the most part were drab affairs with
little personality or graphics; just as well, as I was
still  listening to the dulcet tones of dial-up. Finally, in
1989 I ran screaming from Hollywood, this time for
good and wound up with my own graphics business
near Palm Springs.

Mesmerized by Beyond 2000 and The Site where
Leo LaPorte became my deity and filled my noggin with
webbish aspiration! You could create a web-zine that
everyone on the globe could read free of charge dang-near
simultaneously without the drudgery and expense of printing,
collating, stapling and postage! Plus, it would all be in color! This was a
fanboy’s dream come true! Only problem, I was boggled by HTML and knew
nothing webbish! Worse, Mac was out of the loop for website software, but in ‘96 I was using a Mac
IIci with a full page screen when Claris Home Page hit the shelves!

What could be more fannish than a website in cahoots with that freethinking Ackermonster
himself! Forry was delighted and sent me tons of photos, articles and 4eNet lurched to life!

Shamefully I knew nothing about servers, urls, and was saddled with the appalling address of:
http://members.aol.com/forrysite/forfans.html, gad! 

Thanks to Forry, the site grew to eighty pages of pics, con reports, fanboy articles and more!
How great is that? All in all, not very!

I hung flyers at cons, yet the site was a crushing disappointment and I never realized Forry had
so many detractors! Comic fans took to it right away and author Bill Schelly funnelled articles and
interviews our way but the audience I made it for was nowhere to be seen save a few snotty notes
about my doing anything with Forry.

Oh, there were plugs for the site here and there; I even won “Site of the Week” on some podcast
or other, but in the two years the site was up, I don’t recall a single email or contribution from
Fandom!

The biggest clue came in the hate mail I received to my old zines “Airwaves” and “Delineator” for
daring to use a computer!

The chagrined Ackermonster washed his hands of the whole thing and went off Quixote-like to
battle Ray Ferry.

I left the site and it languish on line like a dead fish until DeDee found that card. Curiosity goaded
me to look for any scrap of it on the internet. Needless to say, it was a goner, yet Website Time
Machine still has a few pages, a couple graphics and articles lingering in cyberspace kind’a like the
monster in “Alien” left floating somewhere on the outer reaches. Hey, there’s still a listing for 4eNet
on a FanData page they’ve never bothered to remove. Eh, so much for that hot idea.
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AARRRRRR You Ready for This? 
Avast there all those prepared to get their timbers shivered, check out the website for this annual

event! Pirate Fest!
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You Should See the Other GuySails are Set for Pirate Fest!
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Fixing the Blinds on My Windows to the Soul
While I’m bitching about the vicissitudes of aging, I can’t shortchange my eyelids which have

fallen victim to Ptosis, which means, the muscles therein have given up the ghost, causing the lids
to collapse (much like the rest of me) causing pain on the eyeballs making it difficult to see.

Thanks to the wonders of science and a sober surgeon, the problem can be solved (they say)
with an outpatient procedure and true, I was goaded into this, once convinced my insurance would
pick up the ticket! “Hey, you’re getting a free eye lift!” DeDee exclaimed. 

“How about the bags?” I asked.
“No, not the bags,” she replied.
“Damn!” said I.
It was a Wednesday afternoon my gurney cruised into the O.R. where I was summarily gassed

into stupefaction! It was a ninety minute process of lid-slitting, removing a piece of meat and a gob of
goo, then stitching it up! Sounds easy enough, I guess. Fortunately I only had to lay there in a
“Twilight” sleep that didn’t involve vampires.

The tough part is getting both sides to match (they say) and for the first week, both eyes looked
like hamburger - success! Sure, when you’re done, you look like crap, no doubt about that but there

involved not a lick of pain. Funny thing, the next day you look even
worse! Over the next few weeks, everything deflates back into their new
shape. Ahhhhh, the wonders of science! 

MAY

The Gnome Project
Them little dickens are everywhere, but sometimes, they’re not so

little. Check out the Gnomish art around downtown Vegas HERE.
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That Fremont Street Experience
It’s “Old Vegas,” baby. Laid like a cheap hooker in

1905, Fremont Street became the iconic casino lined
Vegas street that has frequently appeared in motion
pictures. It was the first Vegas street to be paved and
boasted the first buildings with air conditioning!

Some might remember the car chase in “Diamond
are Forever” right down Fremont Street, but it was 90
years after its inception that this hallowed roadway
was turned into a walking area covered with the
world’s largest LED screen that runs for three blocks
under a canopy over the street! On summer nights the
street opens itself to crowds of tourists, zip lines, live
music, showgirls and the occasional charity affair. 

This weekend of May 17-18 was no exception. Car
Stars is the annual event where the street is lined with
vintage and TV/movie cars plus a few of the aging
stars who drove them and made those shows popular.
The dancing girls are a given.

Scott Anderson and Rick Shipley of Las Vegas
Grit got the filming gig and needed someone to mind
the sound knobs. But being just two days from under
the knife and looked as if I’d been in a bar brawl and
wasn’t sure I should be going anywhere, but couldn’t
turn it down.

It’s always an eye popper attending these
charitable events where they wheel out the old film
personalities if just to see who is still breathing and
how far down the crap slide they’ve travelled. Here’s a
link to a promo bit.

But you can’t argue with dancing girls, a string of
vintage automobiles and three foot margarita. It always
manages to pull tourists away from their tables.

Meanwhile, while I was watching sound levels go
up and down, and snapping a few pics, Scott and Rick
were off shooting the entertainment from one angle or
another. One passerby asked if I’d gotten a
concussion in a motorcycle accident! I said “Yes”.
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“Get a little sumthin’ that you can’t get at home,” as Tom Waits crooned to the tainted ladies of
the Ivar Theater. And now, The Burlesque Hall of Fame Weekend and Annual Titans of Tease is the
world’s largest, longest-running burlesque event. With four days and nights of live entertainment,
vendors, classes and activities, it’s a sexy, fun and exciting fundraiser for the Burlesque Hall of
Fame, the only museum of its kind to feature the history and artists of the distinctly modern art form
of burlesque. Hot times at the Burlesque Museum and “Tease to Please” at the Orleans. Drop by the
site for more of that front row action and mark it on your calendar for next year HERE.
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The Don of Time
Gravy, I’ve known Don Glut since ‘63! Who would think either of

us would still be kicking? Those were the hallowed and much
simpler days of The Count Dracula Society, when all monsters
were famous. And then there was Don: L'enfant terrible: Novelist,
actor, musician, dinosaurian, director,
producer, and, and, well, just go
HERE for everything else.

Every now and again Don
stops by on his way through Vegas and we get a chance to
rehash the old days with a game of “What the Hell ever
happened to. . . .?” Sometimes he brings gifts; here’s his 2-
disc set for “The Mummy’s Kiss,” with Mia Zottoli, Sasha
Peralto and Richard Lynch. HERE’s a link to Don’s
Frontline Entertainment.

Finding the Wet Spot!
OK, so it’s 115° in the shade and there’s still

people on the golf course? But “It’s a dry heat”
you say? Don’t look now, but some people
would rather soak their tired fannish ass in a
pond under a palm tree in one of our new
state-of-the-art waterparks!

Hearts were broken when the old Wet’n’Wild on the
strip shut down to make way for more casinos! But rejoice,
this otherwise arid landscape now boasts TWO new waterparks
with attractions available nowhere else on the big blue marble! 

Wet’n’Wild Las Vegas and Cowabunga Bay
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It happens every year.  It takes place over three days.  There’s always a dog.  And pizza.  And a
dog with pizza wedged in its narrow snout.  And lots of indie films submitted by local talent.

The daily schedule of events never varies.  The hourly schedule, well…let’s just say it gets
creative – as in, shove everything back by a couple of hours and you’re right on time to enjoy it all.

Here’s what you can count on at a typical Indie Meet.

The Hosts: Mike and Sheila Conway, indie couple extraordinaire.  Mike’s got three feature films
and countless shorts under his belt.  Wait…that sounds wrong.  Short indie films completed –
the man’s done a load of ‘em, (one’s called Kill Conway) many times starring wife Sheila and
son Sean.  At home both in front of and behind the camera, Mike will invite you to the meet
by blowing up a police car or lensing a spectacular vehicle crash.

Day One: Friday evening features a buffet dinner before a
long night of outdoor screenings in the Conways’ backyard
(that also features a fire pit, half-built film sets, and a working

popcorn machine).  The family dog, a large chocolate German
shepherd, paces about the proceedings, shying away from

petting hands.  He’s patrolling like a guard, and if morsels
just happen to fall from the dozen or so young children,
who is he not to clean it up eagerly?  Sheila announces

the activities of the next three days, reminds the crowd that
monetary donations are accepted but not required, and that

mattresses are available for anyone who’d like (or needs) to
stay overnight. Yes, alcohol is served.

Mike just instituted a fireworks display before the start of the
screening on the first night.  Nice touch.

Day Two: Demonstrations of explosions, blood squibs
(those body packets hidden until the actor is “shot” and then

explode into a violent injury) filming miniatures to resemble
full-sized props, and sfx production techniques take place
in the afternoon, with a field trip to a first-run film at a
nearby theater as an alternative for those who prefer
cool/dark to hot/bright.  Mike & Sheila Conway
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In the evening, it’s pizza time, delivered by the metric ton
before more screenings of short-to-feature length indie offerings,
with a competition for best production (prizes are awarded).
Directors and crew in the audience offer tidbits of background
production facts.  Toddlers and the German shepherd take turns
forming unintended shadow puppets on the large outdoor
screen/bed sheet.

Day Three: A barbecue/pool party takes place at Sheila
Conway’s mom’s house, about three miles away from Indie
Meet headquarters.  This is simply a lazy, evening respite for guests and
their children, but when the sizzling sun leaves the sky, all return to the Conway home for

yet another night of indie original screenings, this time with a fire pit
raging, full of cardboard soda can boxes to start the flame.  

Sheila provides a deadly dessert table each day that foils
everyone’s healthy eating habits.  Cheesecake, cookies, brownies,
apple cobbler, and chocolate-covered strawberries take up a six-
foot counter off the Conway kitchen and taunt the innocent, health-
conscious visitor into biting their little heads off. Then, once
sampled, the remainder easily, evilly slides down the throat,
inducing sugar highs mixed with orgasmic appreciation.

Guests, awash in a spasm of caloric immersion watch as the
last digital frame hits the large outdoor screen/bed sheet and
another Indie Meet goes down in Las Vegas history, the best little
home-grown patch of creativity that is the Silver Screen in the
Silver State. 



Separating the Men from the Fen
Propeller beanies are few and far between at the Spartan Death Race, but Vegas locals gearing

up for the next foray into extreme terror come April 6 of 2014. If ya’ got the stuff, check it out HERE.

Checks and Balances
Ackerfan Sean Fernald wrangled a box of Fojay’s

old checks at an auction of gleanings from the
Ackertomb! In Sean’s assorted proof of misspent funds
were two checks Forry wrote me in 1980, which Sean
was kind enough to send as a jolly blast from the past
unmercifully reminding me I once had some dough.
Over the years, Forry had written scads of checks to
me for things of a peculiar nature, general memorabilia
and objet d’art.

One of the checks was for $75 and the other for
$15, and both curiously signed on the same day: a
Sunday. I must’a brought a load of goodies up to the
Ackermansion but surely don’t remember any of it.

It’s funny what becomes saleable once/if you reach
any modicum of fame. I’m sure once I kick the bucket not a single Item I own will be spared from the
incinerator, including myself!

Conventional Rumination
Yogi Berra said it best, “Nobody goes there anymore. It's too crowded,” which applies to The

San Diego Comic-Con International having become a monumental pain in the ass to attend and
impossible to enjoy. You might think this would open the doors for more comfortable and affordable
conventions closer to home, but in the past, Las Vegas has been a tough sell for genre Cons. After
all, Vegas is essentially an oasis a long way from anywhere with a history of never catering to
anyone under twenty-one. Plus, we’ve never had the organized fannish underpinnings as Los
Angeles, San Diego, New York, Chicago, etc.

The subject focused media cons like Anime, Harry Potter and CreationCon for all its “Band of
Pirates” ambiance has proven you can mobilize large numbers of fans to an “X marks the spot in the
middle of the nowhere” and after many years of fumbling, the last two years has proven Vegas has
come of age and may even get the last laugh. We have a comic con sponsored by the city, and
conventions are starting to stumble over one another! 

With the influx of social media however, Facebook and the like are becoming great equalizers
allowing conmeisters to connect literally thousands of fans in a matter of seconds and begin
participating in con events before the con opens its doors! That’s what made last year’s Las Vegas
Comic Expo such a impressive success for their first venture. Vegas has the space, bargain rooms
and has now proven itself a potential magnet for fans!
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Couldn’t talk these guys out of a free pass, but dropped by the South Point
Hotel for a few shots anyway. These conmeisters were amazing enough in Phoenix
last January to play Vegas and did an amazing job packing the house. Fortunately,
you don’t need to be Obi Wan to slip past the guards here.

They scored a coup getting a 91 year old Stan “The Man” Lee for photo
ops who they propped up in a small room like that ratty old orangutan over at
the Flamingo. Props to Stan for still kickin’ it at 91 with personal appearances,
his own cologne and that YO! Contest for 3 Coconut Monkey, What a guy!
He was in town last year signing (for free) for Marvell Technology.

Guests included: Jim Lee: Batman: Hush, Superman, X-Men, Justice
League, WildCats and More!: Stan Lee: Creator of Marvel Comics, Rob
Liefeld: Creator of Deadpool, Cable and Youngblood, Greg Capullo:
Batman, Rick Remender: Captain America, Uncanny
Avengers, Uncanny X-Force, Humberto Ramos and Ryan
Stegman Spider-man, Skottie Young: Marvel Now!; Gerry
Duggan: Deadpool; Jessica Nigri: Cosplay Superstar; Mat
Nastos: Phineas & Ferb, Tony Fleecs: My Little Pony; Neal
Adams: Comic Book Legend: Batman, X-Men.

Check out their site for more info  and get ready to be even more
amazed next year: HERE.
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Meanwhile, across town. . . . Here I scored a free pass, last year
they weren’t so generous but this time around, just walking through the

door it was clear they’d taken a big hit by the Amazing LV Comic Con!

From the get-go, I have to say I just don’t get Anime. I guess it’s a
generational thing, and it hadn’t fallen on deaf eyeballs, I was the oldest

person in the building. I don’t care for the animation, even the look of
the characters, yeh some of the robots are cool alright. I don’t even
get the dealers room. OK, there’s a guy selling guns, another selling
model kits, but I can’t even tell what most of the other stuff is. Then
there was the guy plugging the local hookah bar. What the hell

was he thinking getting a table where no one is old enough to
smoke?

But what I do enjoy is their enthusiasm plus the detail and
thought going into their costumes. This is the same
goshwowboyohboy that appeared in the SF cons in the 70s
before the stuffed shirts and gavel bangers took over. Although I
don’t remember any of us being so damn annoying (oh wait. . .

the Logan’s Runners and Bjo’s minions that wore them
sashes and made everyone’s life miserable, never mind).

That’s what happens when all this crap goes mainstream!
An old fanboy’s observation: back in the day when

Nerd was a derdy word, SF was pretty much the
domain of dorky guys such as myself who spent our
school years at the mercy of knuckle-draggers. But
media fandom generally and anime specifically has
given gals a chance to shine and shine they do. 

Marjii Ellers, was a hot patootie in the
day when gals were limited to

diaphanous veils as seen on the pulp
covers. Later Victoria Ridenour

regularly wowed the fans with
her meticulous costume
creations, but today the players
are everyone and it’s
wonderful! 
At last the girls get to be edgy,

powerful and dangerous. Yeh, and the
boys can play too!

I was impressed by the fashion show
highlighting work from “Girl with One Eye
Fashions” on several levels. Firstly, the
show started on the money, the models
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were attractive, sharp and on their marks. The music
was jaunty and the clothing: a combo of fun retro-chic,
city-steam, country-steam and. . . and just plain
steamy.

Guests included: Steve Blum: Cowboy
Bebop; Linda Le: Cosplay Superstar!;

Mark Brooks: Writer, Director,
Musician; Anna Fischer:

Professional Photographer;
Johnny Yong Bosch: Actor,
Voice Actor, Musician

(Eyeshine); Jennifer Cihi:
Actor, Singer (Sailor Moon);
D-Piddy: Merc with the
Moves: Carlos de Santiago:
Fashion; André Smith / DJ
Jinrei: Master DJ; Jeri Lee:
Model / Dancer; Jez Roth:
Costumer Supreme; Avianna:
Costumer; Johnny & Junkers /
Corgies and Cosplay (woof!).

The days were filled with live
music, panels, a Lolita Tea, Sailor
Moon Ball, masquerade, a dance,
concert and I was surprised by the
wonderfully varied program!

I could get into this. Hop on board for
next year HERE.
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Charlaine Harris put a stake through the heart of
her “True Blood” series. The final book Sookie
Stackhouse book.

Charlaine had been in Vegas recently, chumming
the populace for the book release May 7th at Barnes
and Nobel, my favorite hunting ground.  At store
opening we found a stream of Sookie fans
plundering the shelves and I scored a copy of Dead
Ever After.

Goodbye to all my friends from our heroine
Sookie Stackhouse to my favorite Vampires and
Shape Shifters, Werewolves and just plain folks who
populate Merlot’s bar, where everyone knows your
secrets, thanks in part to Sookie's special ability to listen in on your every thought.
Goodbye Sookie, it’s been a fantastic ride.

THE ENTWIVES June book discussion highlighted People of the Wolf by Michael &
Kathleen Gear which takes us back to the time of Mammoths and an impending ice age!

It was at first daunting slogging through over 60 characters, most of whom were never
fleshed out, but I soon began to follow the the story.

Losing their hunting grounds to encroaching glaciers, the indigenous tribes had to find
warmer climates in which to live and hunt. The main characters were the
dreamers/shamans of each tribe and the travails of leading their people to a warmer
hunting grounds before they all die of starvation. Well paced reading.  

THE ENTWIVES rated this book as  31/2 of five stars. Members of the club are avid and
varied readers and monthly choose a new book for discussion.

Members of the Entwive Clan are: Jennifer Drennan, Kristina Burling Mehoffey, Nancy
Thomas, Brenda Dupont, Rani Bush,
Alexandria Wagner, Lorraine Forbes,
Rebecca Hardin, Mindy Hutchings, Robin
Schwartz and me.

Next month meeting will discuss,  A
Gate to Women’s Country by Sheri S.
Tepper.

July 28th (4th Sunday
each month) check the
Entwives Book Club on
Facebook for location
and time.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gate_to_Women's_Country�
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SNAFFood
DeDee joined the jolly if diminishing throng of avid readers at
the monthly SNAFFU meeting held in the bowels of the
Black Bear Restaurant.

Here is James Daugherty, the Nonchalant Nancy Thomas
and DeDee, wondering if they should read it or eat it.

The Valley Returns
David Del Valle, Dr. Frankenstein’s prodigal son.

returned to Vegas after a whirlwind book tour of the midwest
visiting all those areas around Texas where there are more

chainsaws than teeth. But there is nothing like retiring to the watering hole here at Casablanca for a
few days relaxation. I shudder to think I’ve known David for 41 years which can make catching up an
exhausting effort of the will.

But there were a few bases that remained untouched from his last visit, so this time we made an
an effort to hit Scott and Rick’s “Las Vegas Grit” for a YouTube video interview. Here David had a
chance to tell a few stories and whip up some interest in his two current books on Hollywood: “Lost
Horizons Under the Hollywood Sign” and “Six Reels Under” available at Vegas E Media.

Most of the time we spent languishing around the house, watching a few ghastly old movies and
chatting with visitors. Friday night we had a screening of “Upside Down” with Jacq Monahan, Mia
and Bryan on the couch. It’s a lovely movie that leaves one - uncompelled.

Saturday gave us a quick trip downtown for a snack at Anime Ramen and a walk through the
well packed Toy Shack. Night fell upon the valley without lowering the outside temperature an iota,
so we decided on hitting a performance of Bryan Follins’ play “The Jokeress: Emergence” at the
newly remodeled Sci-Fi Center and provided some warm bodies to fill the seats in the theater.
David and I, plus Brenda Dupont, Scott and Cindy Anderson. Apres Jokeress, we decided to return
to Casablanca and an impromptu dunk in the Jacuzzi to offset the 120° on the thermometer!  Ahhhh
what a weekend, but soon, those who could drive, went home and those that couldn’t, found a spot

to crash and such
was Saturday night.

Sunday was
spent in recovery,
and few movies
and come Monday
found David
crossing the desert
wastelands back to
Los Angeles.
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Scott, David and Rick at the Gritt Evidence of Advanced Grititude Bryan, Brenda, David, Me the Jolly Host
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TL;DR Fahrenheit 451
Ray Bradbury wrote his dystopian classic Fahrenheit 451 at the height of McCarthyism and Cold

War paranoia. In the novel, Guy Montag is employed as a fireman who burns books. The whole of
American society has descended into a zombie-like stupor
of instant gratification, and books are seen as challenging
and disruptive relics, which must be destroyed at any cost.

Today, with the increasing proliferation of surveillance
equipment in American cities, the spread of digital books
and the decline of attention spans the world over,
Fahrenheit 451 remains a startlingly relevant work of fiction
today. Watch this video by Jack Collins and be instantly
gratified (irony alert) with your knowledge of Bradbury’s
most famous novel. Flick your Bic and click the pic >

23 Years!
Wow! Seems just like 23 years ago DeDee and I were married! August 19 - the very first people

married at the Excalibur Hotel, opening day! HERE’s our movie of the event.

“A great convention should by judged by the areas designed to avoid it.”
– Me, and I mean it

What I find most enjoyable at SF cons is the con-suite where you can visit any hour to recharge,
grab a munchie, maybe have a quiet conversation any hour of the night and from the madding
crowd. A well run con suite is the sign of a well run convention taking the time to thank its members.

None of the local cons I’ve attended have had a con-suite which I chalked up to first timers who
can’t afford to keep, stock and attend such a room. But while talking with a fellow at AniMegaCon
who always comes to Vegas for CreationCon, he didn’t know what I was talking about; I’ll bet these
younger fans have never been in a con-suite and much is the shame for it!

Sometimes you may have to draw a line between comfort and services. For example, the LosCon
consuite has all the comfort of a lockup visiting room, but they do a bang-up job keeping the goodies
flowing.

Since these new cons are based on merchandising anyway, it shouldn’t be hard to get a sponsor
for each night of their cons. 

Just wondering. . .

The Last Laugh!
Looks like the Amazing Arizona Comic Con January 24-26 2014 whose slogan is “First

Convention of the New Year!” has a rude awakening a’comin’! 
You’ve barely sobered from your New Year celebrations when you find yourself on the way to:
Otakon Vegas! (January 3-5, 2014) and just where is it? VEGAS of course!

Other Stuff to Wonder About:
Celebrity Impersonators Annual Convention • Hot Mojave Knights • Romance Novel Con

Magic: The Gathering Grand Prix Vegas •  AnimeVegas

http://academicearth.org/electives/tldr-fahrenheit-451/�
http://www.animevegas.com/�
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Ha! Thought this was going to be called London Calling, didn’t you?
Didn’t you?

Now you know the kind of Yankenstein that was set loose on that grand
old city’s streets, accompanied by a 20-year gafiate and newly returned fan
named David Hodson.

I was handed over like a baton in a relay race from Mark Plummer to
David in Victoria Station. The accompanying picture shows the merriment of
the two men at this endeavor.

David was only a Facebook photo to me before I met him, ageless,
height unknown, actually smiling. Whatever happened to truth in
advertising? I looked for the photo when the real deal showed up – all seven
feet of him. Or so it seemed.

“You’re tall!” I shrieked, almost accusingly.
“I’m sorry,” came the quick, matter-of-fact reply. Touché.

Day One: Running the Streets and Water Rats
My small, overnight bag became unwelcome ballast as we bid farewell to

Mark and made our way on foot into the city. David almost immediately
endeared himself to me by making an audible growl as we ran into

crowds that impeded our progress.
He casually mentioned passing Westminster

Abbey as if it were a streetlamp, pointing out the
tower of Big Ben (yes, I know Big Ben is the
bell, not the tower) in the same casual manner,
leaving the awestruck tourist’s role to me.

(A Brief Encounter)*
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My jaw must have looked liked Marley’s (Jacob, not Bob) as it
felt like it gaped open at the sights we passed, from mounted
constables to armed guards in front of the gated street that led to 10
Downing Place. I mean machine gun/assault rifle armed.

“You used to be able to walk down that street once,” said David.
I could imagine trying to do so now, even if my address were 11
Downing Place, there might be a “shoot to kill” order in place. What
I really wanted to do was to shoot them - with a camera.

Not only did the guards agree to a photograph, they seemed to
pose for me in genuine pride. I snapped away.

It is not my inclination to have my picture taken, even on a trip,
but I had to have a photo of me inside a red telephone box. We
came upon a K6 and my host obliged me with a digital snapshot.

I was really in search of a TARDIS and popular opinion was that
they now only existed in Scotland. Cell phones had rendered them
obsolete. I would keep looking and would eventually find one, only
not in London and not blue.

London is black taxis, red busses, white vans, horses, compact
cars (standard transmission) and bustling crowds on foot that might
jostle and connect momentarily at the shoulder but who also might
extend a hand to help steady a passerby. There's a kind of “we're all
in this together” sentiment coupled with an "I don't mean to hurt you
that was refreshing. Back home there seemed to be more of a “Get

out of MY way! MY business is more important
than yours” attitude. On we walked.

We were
surrounded by sites
(and sights) to
make an
anglophile

swoon and David
tossed them off

verbally as if they were
everyday items on a

grocery list.
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“There's Westminster Abbey, there's Parliament Square, there's Trafalgar Square.” I resisted the
urge to squeal rejoinders such as “Do you know what that is?” to my native born guide.    

I did have a small satisfaction in pointing out a statue of George Washington around the
perimeter of Trafalgar Square. David was sure I’d been mistaken, saying.
“Why would George Washington be here?” 

“I'd recognize that profile anywhere,” I countered as we
walked up to old George. He was, after all, the guy on the
American one dollar bill. I knew George.

What I didn’t know was that the British Museum contained
not one but two different Easter Island statues. I met the
smaller of the two, a basalt figure named Moai Hava almost
immediately upon entering the building. I say met because it
stood on a shelf, unprotected and out in the open. I could
have touched it despite a sign politely asking for restraint.
In other words, no P.D.A.s**, no attempted handshakes,
and no rabbit ears erected behind the head.

Moai Hava resembled his larger, sometimes four ton
brothers: the heavy eyebrow ridge, elongated ears, oval
nostrils and protruding nipples. Smooth as alabaster, his
arms are held tightly against his body and his hands fade
somewhere into his side. Like I said, no attempted
handshakes – just the awe of a statue imported from an
island so remote that from it, the most visible land mass is
the moon.

Extraordinary access I thought. In the U.S. Moai
Hava would definitely have been displayed behind
glass, but here it seemed the population was simply
expected to comply with the rules, and they did. 

I found that enhanced public trust in other areas
of public service interaction. For example London
life included lots of trains, both tube and commuter
and every “mind the gap” variations in between.

As I stood on a neighborhood platform, a train
stopped, its door right in front of me. I waited
patiently for it to open. Just then, an arm
reached around me from behind and pushed a
button near the door. I was astonished. We the
people would never be accorded such power
back home. I remember saying something to
David about how Americans would use that
ability (controlling the train door) to crush beer
cans or some other experimental hijinx.

The British expectation seemed to be,
“You’re not going to be an ass, now are
you?” Whereas the American mindset
declared, “We know you’re an ass, and
we’ve protected you from yourself.” I
appreciated the vote of confidence.

Inside the British museum, Dave
indulged my insistence on all things British.
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It was all very good and well to pine after the Egyptian section but I was in England and lusted after
its history. Because he is a real archeologist David had tidbits of knowledge (he had encyclopedic
knowledge but fed me digestible tidbits) about the Romans, the digs, the important finds and the
Thames shoreline and its buried treasures, most notably pipe stems and other clues from daily life in
past centuries. 

Moving on to the less crowded British Library with its giant Newton statue greeting visitors in the
courtyard, I sat on the bronze book bench, a sculpture entitled 'Sitting On History' by Bill Woodrow.
The bench is actually a large open book and includes a ball and chain, which refers to the book as
the captor of information which we cannot escape. My paranoid mind had thought it meant
something like – “This is a reference book. You CAN’T borrow it!”

I was in the same building as the Magna Carta and the Guttenberg bible (two copies of each of
them, actually) the sole surviving Nowell Codex manuscript copy of the poem  Beowulf, Codex
Arundel one of Leonardo da Vinci's notebooks, and 

William Tyndale's 1534 English translation New Testament, the personal copy of Anne Boleyn,
but the really pressing issue was that…

The strap had broken on my already burdensome overnight bag and David had been carrying it
for me for half of the day. We had walked all around London’s iconic territory, or at least a portion of
it. I had been nearly flattened by a motorcycle and a truck crossing narrow, metropolitan streets and
not looking in the right direction. 

The day was slowly fading into dusk as we walked to a pub called the Water Rats to see a
performance by The Donutsh, featuring Sandra Bond, one of my nominators. I am a teetotaler who
can tolerate alcohol on a limited basis so the first half of my trip was spent ordering club soda or
seltzer water, much to the bemused or bewildered reactions of my hosts. None of them burst out in
laughter; they didn’t have to. David didn't even think there'd be a charge for such a non-drink, the
poor dear. There was a charge all right but the sentiments that accompanied it were more on the
order of what a waste or are you daft? or how did we lose the colonies to these twits?

We waited for the bands to arrive – there were four playing that night, but I only had eyes for the
Donutsh (yes you pronounce the “sh” at the end). I’d heard their song, Strange Jane, played on Curt
Phillips’ (another of my nominators) radio program. Sandra was on lead vocals, amazing since I’d
met her before and found her to be quite shy. I love transformations. 
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We saw the band arrive to set up and rehearse and followed them into the adjoining room. We
stood through a few songs, long enough for Sandra to recognize me – but more importantly - she
recognized David Hodson, the formerly-gafiated-but-newly-restored-to-fandom host accompanying
the TAFF delegate.

“Dave Hodson, I haven't seen you in twenty years!” Sandra approached us with this greeting
which sent David into a fifteen minute stunned realization that Harry Bond was now Sandra Bond.
That was why he kept saying he’d never heard of Sandra Bond throughout the day. My
knowledgeable, seen-it-all Hodson was speechless. I call it the “When Harry met Sandra met David”
moment and it was a great ending to an epic day.

Back at David’s apt. I encountered yet another platypus. Was this going to be a pattern?

Day Two: Kew Gardens
By contrast my second day in London brought me to Kew gardens, or rather, the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew, a sunny expanse of green grass, white Victorian glasshouses, fields of vibrant
blossoms, and an iron tree-top walkway. There was a tall pagoda on the grounds.  There were white,
wrought iron spiral staircases in the glasshouses. There were more varieties of exotic palms than I
had ever seen before, and I was a visitor from Las Vegas.

There were waterfalls and a sunroom next to a cafe where one could have tea with an angel
standing by in a corner. There were no crowds, and one could imagine strolling the grounds as if one
owned them.

We visited the Temperate House, the largest surviving Victorian glasshouse in the
world, at 63 feet high. It covers 5,850 square yards and can be rented out for
wedding receptions and celebrations. Pounds sterling, indeed.

The curvaceous exterior and steamy interior of Kew’s Palm House harbored
hundreds of plant species including something called the World’s Oldest Pot Plant.
That’s what I thought, too, except what they really meant was World’s Oldest
Potted Plant. No five-leaf cannabis here. Keep walking.

Speaking of walking, Cherry Walk runs from the Rose Garden behind the
Palm House to King William’s Temple, and then on to the Temperate House. If

there was a walkway, we took it. Seeing a pagoda in the distance, we
immediately set our course to meet it, traversing the nearly 300 feet from

the Palm House to the tall structure.
The Pagoda was completed in 1762, has ten stories, and rises 163

ft. It tapers, with each successive floor from the first to the topmost
being 1 ft (30 cm) less in diameter and height than the preceding one.
The Pagoda survived German bombing in WWII, and British bomb

designers used the structure to study prototypes of their latest
inventions. Sadly, it’s not open to the public, but one can walk
right up to it and say hello.

Kew's Rhizotron and Xstrata Treetop Walkway started under
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the ground and then guided me up an abundance of stairs until I was 59 ft above ground, literally
walking amid the treetops. David stayed below, reading a book, while I stepped on the sometimes
springy and noisy metal grate that kept me safe from the ravages of gravity. From there one gets a
360 panoramic view of the gardens and its many varieties of trees: Yew, Hackberry, Magnolia, Indian
Bean, European Lime, Dogwood, Western Hemlock, Chinese Mahogany, and Giant Redwood, to
name just a few. 

There was no overnight bag to weigh me down. On the contrary I was high, and naturally so,
despite being on the same acreage as the World’s Oldest Pot Plant.

Day Three: A Day of Two Ships, One Boat, and Greenwich
It was Saturday, my last day with David and I had a feeling that my goal of boarding the iconic

London Eye (also blue, like all of my hosts’ orbs so far) would be a challenging if not downright
impossible task. David reassured me, “But it’s Saturday!” as if that meant that there would be no
interest, and thus no lines. Seems his indifference toward the wheel was not shared by many, many,
many, not to mention many others.

Arriving at the Eye during a Saturday morning with unseasonably warm temperatures in March
meant Disney World-like queues. Two huge snakes of humanity stood like thick anacondas, one
coiled in front of the ticket office and one languidly stretched out beside the eye itself, seemingly
immovable and impenetrable. It was Saturday, all right.

I made a valiant attempt at joining the anaconda to even buy a ticket,
but could not bring myself to waste time in an indoor line with the
Thames river and its boat rides, shoreline and sights right outside in the
sun. Davis was willing to wait for me, but I was the one who could not.
How fitting that the nearest station is Waterloo.

Instead we walked along Thames Path, found gold-covered street
performers and a book fair, got caught in a bustling wave of humanity
flooding the walkway, veered into a farmer’s market, encountered the
Golden Hinde, boarded a boat to Greenwich, encountered the Cutty
Sark, walked up a big hill to the Observatory, and looked across the river
to see the Olympic Village, its large dome full of protruding beams like
the face of Pinhead in Hellraiser. There is a story behind each of these
events that cannot be told in a brief encounter, but perhaps a pair of
long johns…

Speaking of long johns, it was a chilly evening and I still couldn’t get
onto the London Eye, (second try) but David and I retreated to his
apartment for a discussion of rat fandom while looking up fanzine
articles by John Nielsen Hall, my next host in Ramsbury. 

There’s so much more to discover in the War and Peace version of
the TAFF trip report, coming soon, including commentary on each
intrepid host, David Hodson included. Allow me to elaborate.  

*This is an abbreviated version of a TAFF ‘12 segment. The report will contain a more
detailed account of adventures. **Not Personal Digital Assistants. Public Displays of Affection!
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Lloyd Penney

Dear Alan (and Jacq, too!):

Hello!, and many thanks for the second issue of Orpheum.
Lots of great artwork, and that pretty nearly-nekkid winged lady in
the corner, too.

Sigh…we just don’t get along with each other, do we? We’re
just too eager to be offended; we shoot first, and ask questions
later. Fandom can be very forgiving of behaviour and body type,
but sometimes, we can be rude and clueless. Yes, we should
listen to Wil, but we might also need a few ideas on how to deal
with dicks. Ah, yes, Bill Rotsler…once again, that cartoon of his
comes to mind…”Fandom, so neat, so nifty. Too bad it’s full of
fans.” My own tolerance of these fans is getting less and less; am
I mundaning, or just getting less tolerant?

A theory, that’s all it is…if fandom is dying off, could it be
because we are getting taught to be mere consumers of SF, and
any involvement is SF is being discouraged? Just shut up and
watch, I guess. Just reading seems to be an act of rebellion here.

I feel a little left behind, too, especially seeing we formally
retired from running cons a couple of years ago. We might be
back, though…shhhh! We are going to be sampling some of the
newer little fan-run cons that have sprung up here and there, and
with our interest in steampunk and the Murdoch Mysteries
programme up here, we are moving into new areas of fandom
with new friends, and we know many of the newer local fans.

You’re turning 66? Mighod, I will be 54 shortly, and I am
feeling my age very much. My back and knees don’t like me
much, I’ll be going in for a cataract operation in a few weeks, I
will need a new prescription for lenses, and I am now taking two
drug prescriptions, and might need a third. (I know I am indulging
of fandom’s bad habit. No matter what’s wrong, someone else
had it better/worse/more/less/etc.

There was a Count Dracula Society here, too, long time
ago…Yvonne was a member, and it was run by a legendary
figure in Toronto fandom past, Cap’n George Henderson. Must
have been neat to get your own Saturn Award…years ago,
friends gave me their own version of a Hugo Award. Not only
does it have that hood ornament on it, but also a USS Voyager, a
Borg cube, and the two slathering aliens from The Simpsons. I’ll
never have a real silver rocket, but this one is the next best thing.

Worldcon…didn’t go to Chicon 7, won’t be going to
LoneStarCon 3. Saving our shekels for Loncon 3 next year! I
need to save as much as I can for this event, so that’s why I
haven’t been to an out-of-town con in years. Except for Loscon
39, of course.

My loc…we did go to that Victorian tea and gathering east of
Toronto, in the town of Ajax, and we had a tremendous time, and



I actually won a prize for best dressed male. Otherwise, I think I’m done here, just made the page.
Take it easy, hugs to DeDee, and see you with the next issue.

Yours, Lloyd Penney.

James Mowatt

Many thanks for Orpheum #2 - t’was a beautiful thing indeed. I particularly liked the effervescing
glass marking out the start line for Jac’q At the Bar with InTheBar.

The sci fi theatre sounds a delightful little venue. 40 seats seems cosy indeed and a perfect size
for niche or experimental things or even something you want to try out before attempting to launch it
in some larger venue. I’m not sure whether I’d be too excited by a model Millenium Falcon or R2D2
wristwatch although I must admit to purchasing an action figure Jesus, that claimed it could walk on
water, at the Eastercon fan funds auction. I was also tempted by the ‘Invisible Jim’ but managed to
resist. Many thanks Jacq for the write up on the inthebar meeting. I’ve just joined inthebar and been
similarly delighted to ‘meet’ all these people whose fanwriting I have enjoyed so much over the
years. It must have been delightful to encounter so many of them in an actual real physical space.
Inthebar is an email list that seems very much like an apa to me, although contributions are far more
numerous, chaotic and sporadic. The sense of community seems very similar though.

Thanks again for Orpheum and I hope there are many more.
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